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As a member of the Firm’s Litigation Team, Paige

represents her clients in a wide range of civil

matters.  Paige is known for assisting her clients in

navigating their options, whether it’s pursuing

litigation or considering alternative dispute

resolutions, including mediation or arbitration.  She

has significant experience in business litigation,

including disputes between partners, trade secret

misappropriation, trademark issues, and collections

matters.  She also practices employment litigation

representing employers in matters involving

misclassification of employees, retaliation, and

discrimination.

Some of Paige’s more recent cases involve breach
of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, usurpation of
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corporate opportunities, trademark infringement,
and trade secret violations. Paige also assists the
Intellectual Property department at Morse in
adversarial trademark matters before the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board.
While in law school, Paige was a student attorney
at the Northeastern University School of Law
Poverty Law Clinic where she provided legal
assistance to those in need in the Boston
community. Paige was also a senior staff member
for the Northeastern Law Review, a committee
member of the Student Bar Association, and
Secretary of the Women’s Law Caucus.
Representative Matters

Obtained a preliminary injunction in federal court on behalf of a manufacturer of near infrared

analyzers enjoining two competitors and several former employees from using or disclosing

the client’s trade secrets and confidential information, as well as prohibiting those competitors

from selling certain products and services to existing customers of the client.

Obtained a multi-million dollar judgment in federal court on behalf of her client for willful and

malicious trade secret misappropriation and violations of Massachusetts Consumer

Protection Law.

Successfully completed a trial before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board establishing a

likelihood of confusion between her client’s registered USPTO trademark, which resulted in a

rejection of the applicant’s application for a similar mark.

Assisted her client in resolving a dispute with his business partner involving division of

business assets.
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